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Abstract: Era of Internet of things from past to give bargain numerous problems like security, authentication, privacy,
confidentiality, additionally extraordinary assaults like tampering, jamming, sinkhole etc. Numerous issue is some
way resolved using different IDS system (DEMO, SEVLTE) and other protocols like FIWARE, SMARTIE, and
different scheme like RealAlert, Time based key generation etc. In this period a number of smart devices will increase
rapidly and the use of smart devices also be increased to access the services from different things to made a city Smart,
so it can be easy to manage by Internet of things (IoT).The Internet of things is transparently provide access to the
different system, so that all the data is collected from different things. The main goal of these research is to provide
trustworthy and correct data to sensor node. To identify trustworthy data for that we use the RSSI value, 6LoWPAN
based on IEEE 802.15.4 and also check on – off attack so, utilizing our approach we use the Contiki OS and Cooja
simulator to implement the trust evolution framework for smart city application.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a computing concept which provides interconnection between the uniquely
identifiable devices. By integrating several technologies like actuators and sensor networks, identification
and tracking technology, enhanced communication protocol and distributed intelligence of smart objects, IoT
enables communication between the real time objects present around us. The effectiveness of IoT can be seen
in both domestic (e.g. Assisted living, e-health, enhanced learning) and business (automation, intelligent
transportation) fields.
While various issues are related to the implementation of IoT, Security of IoT have significant impact on the
performance of IoT applications. Trust is an important aspect while talking about secure systems. A system
can behave in untrustworthy manner even after having security and privacy implementation. Behavior based
analysis of devices is required that can predict the device performance over the time. Trust management
provides behavior based analysis of entities, using their past behavior, reputation in the network or
recommendation. A trustworthy system is needed to prevent from unwanted activities conducted by malicious
devices. My research work is to design a dynamic trust management system for IoT devices.

The IoT is an emerging area of interest for current developing networks. It has varied field of applications
like industry, healthcare, transportation, smart city, etc. The IoT Connect both inanimate (nonliving) and
living things by using sensors for data collection. A primary aim of the Internet of Things (IoT) is to deliver
personalized or even autonomic services to individuals, building on a pervasive digital ecosystem that collects
information from and offers control over devices that are embedded in our everyday lives. In future the
number of smart objects are increase rapidly so all data must be passed in secure way via base station to smart
things. As numerous problem arise like tempering, sinkhole, privacy issue, bad mouth attack, on-off behavior
etc. when transfer the data in Internet of Things (IoT). So all these issues effects to the data and appropriate
information cannot get through numerous objects and also generate the delay. To avoid these issues to must
check the trustworthiness of data. Trust issue generate from malicious node, fault tolerant when sensing task
done in wireless sensor networks.
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State of Art

Internet of Things (IoT) is known as one of the key enabling technology for smart city application. In
these paper author proposed policy based secure and trustworthy sensing for smart city application and these
system is known as RealAlert. In these system to check the trustworthiness of data and IoT devices based on
the report generated from collect the context of data based on policy rules. In RealAlert system evaluate the
trustworthiness of IoT nodes and detect the malicious nodes [1].

Fig 1 RealAlert Scheme [1]

Related Work

Policy-based Secure and Trustworthy Sensing for Internet of Things in Smart Cities [1]

This paper illustrate the trustworthiness of data as well as the sensor node and that system name as the
RealAlert. In this paper, a policy-based secure and trustworthy sensing scheme is proposed for IoT called
RealAlert. In the scheme, we identify the untrustworthy IoT nodes by evaluating its data reporting history.
Moreover, policies are used to identify malicious nodes that have been compromised by attackers using
contextual information. RealAlert is a holistic scheme, which is comprised of four components, i.e., data
collection, policy management, malicious node detection, and trust management, aiming at properly evaluating
the trustworthiness of the IoT nodes and detecting malicious ones in different contexts using policies.

State space model-based trust evaluation over wireless sensor networks: an iterative particle filter approach [2]

This paper authors proposed the state space modeling approach for evaluate a trust in wireless sensor
networks. In these model each sensor node associate with a trust matric, which measure what kind of data
transmitted from one node to another node and trusted by a server node. The performance of WSN depends
on collaboration among distributed sensor nodes, while those nodes are often unattended with severe energy
constraints and limited reliability. In such conditions, it is important to evaluate the trustworthiness of
participating nodes since trust is the major driving force for collaboration and the trust value can be used as a
decision making criteria for the end-user to take appropriate measures such as replacing detected faulty nodes.

Trustworthy service composition with secure data transmission in sensor networks [3]

This paper authors describe the service composition in sensor networks with secure way to transfer the
data and over wireless sensor networks. Service composition provides us a promising way to cooperate various
sensors to build more powerful IoT applications over sensor networks. However, the limited capability of
sensor node poses great challenges not only to trustworthy service composition but also to secure data
aggregation. In service-oriented sensor networks, the functionality provided by each sensor node is treated as
a service and Services can be composed together dynamically and rapidly to develop novel and powerful
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applications. For a variety of candidate services, consumers can select qualified ones with respect to their
specific functional and security requirements. In many cases the services might be malicious. They may not
deliver its task with promised quality, or cause confidential data leakage to the public. Therefore, trust and
security are the main concerns of service composition in sensor networks.

The Smart Citizen Factor in Trustworthy Smart City Crowdsensing [4]

The authors proposed the reputed based crowd sensing for smart city application. Smart city areas expect
to enhance nature of life by merging ICT framework into physical and social foundation in urban conditions.
The smart city foundation comprises of an application layer in which services are conveyed to citizen; a
network layer in which users, information sources, and service provider’s communication and in perception
layer in which data acquisition and recruitment of sensing devices take place.

A survey of trust computation models for service management in internet of things systems [5]

In these paper authors survey on trust computation model for Internet of things for the purpose of service
management. The open issue to solve is to devise an effective and efficient trust computation method for an
IoT device acting as a service requester to dynamically assess the service trustworthiness of an- other IoT
device acting as a service provider, taking into consideration of the service history. Trust computation done
using quality of services (QoS) and social trust. In QoS trust refers to the belief that IoT devices is able to
provide the quality service in response to a service request. To measure the QoS by packet delivery ratio.
Social trust define from social relationship between owners of IoT devices and is measured by privacy,
connectivity, intimacy. Propagation of trust done through to provide the evidence and trust propagation
scheme that is 1. Distributed 2.
Centralized. In distributed manner the observation of IoT devices without any centralized entity and it is
difficult to access the centralized entity. For making the distributed trust propagation each node in network
maintain a data forwarding information table for hearing the activity of neighboring node but the disadvantage
is if RSS field provide the wrong information to that data forwarding information table then wrong services
provided by malicious nodes. In centralized trust propagation that require the centralized entity either a
physical or virtual. Centralized trust propagation require more cost if the centralized entity is physical and
may be require large amount of processing time. It is necessary to collect the evidence through the self-
observation or feedback for the trust aggregation is required.

Trust Management Mechanism for Internet of Things [6]

Trust management has been used for providing the security service for the smart device. In these paper
the authors illustrates the trust management architecture. In trust management architecture contain three
layers: sensor layer, core layer and application layer. However, due to complex and heterogeneous
architecture of IoT so the trust management issue cannot solved by cryptography. When provide the trust to
data that time it is necessary consider how data passed through from sensor layer to core layer to application
layer. In which one problem arise when to
assign the fuzzy logic by sensor node from sensor layer. In these trust procedure the trust management include
when the service provide to service requester.

A Survey on Security and Privacy Issues in Internet-of-Things [7]

In these paper authors illustrates the architecture of authentication and access control mechanism for IoT,
another segment describes the limitation of IoT devices and security issues in different layers. Limitation of
IoT devices is the effect of environmental that time sensor networks or any sensing task is done so due
thunderstorm or tsunami effect to provide the services to different things and also may contain the battery life
problem due environmental effects.The final phase is the authentication request which is sent from the IoT
device to the gateway. For the authentication scheme an approach is Datagram Transport Layer Security
(DTLS) based on certificates with mutual authentication. The communication is done by introducing a new
device called IoT Security Provider (IoTSSP), which is responsible for managing and analyzing the devices’
certificates along with authentication and session establishment between the devices.

Security Access Protocols in IoT Capillary Networks [8]

Smart city services must be easily access by the IoT devices and that will used the huge amount of
sensors, topologies of networks secure way to manage them. The capillary networks provide the short range
extension network for show the IoT traffic. The author proposed the two types of IoT devices like IP-
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bidirectional and IP-unidirectional devices. Capillary networks are seen as the fundamental enabling
infrastructure(s) required for IoT, and more in general, for Internet of Everything, and then for the realistic
development of the smart environment (SE) concept. It allows to collect traffic from any sensor device. In
IoT scenarios, a number of technologies have been developed in order to achieve information privacy and
security goals, such as the transport layer security, which could also improve confidentiality and integrity of
the IoT, and the onion routing, which encrypts and mixes Internet traffic from different sources, and encrypts
data into multiple layers, by using public keys on the transmission path. 6LoWPAN enables embedded nodes
to use a restricted subset of IPv6 addresses, 6LoWPAN is a combination of IPv6 and IEEE 802.15.4.

Security in Internet of Things: issues, challenges, taxonomy, and architecture [9]

In these paper the authors illustrates DDOS, security challenges for different layers, RPL and various
security issues in RPL and 6LoWPAN. The Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL)
proposed for low power devices which will be an integral part of the IoT scenario lacks a proper security
model. There are no special security measures proposed with RPL.

Modelling trust dynamics in the Internet of Things [10]

In these paper authors illustrate the trust management framework for IoT environments. In these
framework there are mainly three main layer is: Services, Scenario, and Requirements. The scenario is the
lower level of trust management framework and it’s include the context and Use cases. Context include the
dynamicity of a trust model could be captured if we are able to determine the factors that influence trust in a
given moment in time for a specific purpose. We advocate that trust models that are going to be defined for
a given “thing” do not depend only on its behavior but also on what we call the Context or things around it.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR IDENTIFY TRUSTWORTHY DATA FOR
SMART CITY APPLICATION

Fig 2. Proposed architecture for Identify trustworthy data for Smart city application
All the component of proposed architecture described below:

 Sensor node: Sensor node contain sensed value. In these sensor used the sensor data of temperature sensor,
humidity sensor and light sensor.
 6LoWPAN: It is an IPV6 based local personal area network with limited processing power and IEEE
802.15.4 based networks.
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 Relay Node: When number of sensor node connect and that all node must in synchronous way to pass the
sensed data that task done using Relay node.

In Proposed architecture to identify trustworthiness of sensor data for that 6LoWPAN, relay node and RSSI
value used in above given smart city scenario framework. Relay node main task is to all the number of sensor
node is connected them, so all the sensor node in synchronous way done the sensing task. Perhaps any of
sensor node or malicious nodes come to wireless sensor network that time during sensing task must compare
its sensor data and also checked it is connected with relay node or not. If it’s new added sensor node is
connected to relay node then its RSSI value and sensor data compare with its neighbor sensor node. If its
value of newly added sensor node and its neighbor node sensed value, RSSI value same then in wireless
sensor network no any malicious nodes available. When sensor node does not connect to relay node because
its sensor data same with any sensor network sensor node but its location and its RSSI value is different, so
wireless sensor network contain on – off attack. It is necessary to discard that particular node from sensor
network. In these proposed scenario we used temperature sensor, Humidity sensor and light sensor. In on –
off attack sometimes malicious node act good or bad. Using border router to route the information and sent
to base station. Using 6LoWPAN the sensor node ipv6 address capture and store it to the route table. Because
sensor has a low memory capacity and low processing power for that we used the 6LoWPAn based on IEEE
802.15.4 networks. We simulate our approach using Contiki OS and Cooja simulator.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Contiki is a wireless sensor network operating system and consists of the kernel, libraries, the program
loader, and a set of processes. It is used in networked embedded systems and smart objects.

Starting Cooja
We can start the Cooja simulator using the following commands:
1. cd Contiki-3.0/tools/cooja
2. ant run

Fig 3 Starting Cooja Fig. 4 Creating new simulatio
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Fig. 5 Simulation interface Fig 6  Create mote type interface

Setting Mote Types
Similarly, we may create the UDP Client mote by using the udp-client.c file. Once we do this, we will notice that
a total of six randomly placed nodes will appear in the Network window. One possible random arrangement can
be seen in Figure 7 . Amongst these, node 1 is the UDP Server and the rest are nodes which will execute the UDP
Client code.

Fig. 7 Example Output

Proposed Work

The proposed algorithm shows the method of trustworthy data identify by RSSI value. To identify
trustworthy data we check the RSSI value and also sensing value of sensor neighbor node as well as own
node. If both have a same RSSI value and sensing value then sensor node is trustworthy. But some sensor
node does not have same RSSI value but same sensing value i.e. temperature value, humidity etc. then that
particular sensor node will be discarded.
1. Repeat
2. Sensor node: Sensor Value
3. for i in Read (Sensor node)
4. Print “Sensor data”
5. End For
6. If RSSI value (Sensor node)! = RSSI value (neighbor node) and

Sensor value (Sensor node) == Sensor value (neighbor node) then
7. Print “On – off attack generate in Sensor network and node will discard”
8. Else
9. Print “Right Node available in sensor network”
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Wireless Sensor Network

Fig 8 Wireless Sensor Network

To identify Trustworthy Data Using RSSI Value

Fig 9 Identify Trustworthy Node and Data

In Figure 9 red rectangle indicate the untrustworthy data and node because it is not connect to sensor node and
behave like on-off attack. Because its temperature data is same but RSSI value is different.
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Fig 10 Base RSSI Value of Sensor Node

Sensor Data Value
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Every sensor has a limited memory and computing power so it is required store data in sensor node must
be trustworthy, which make routing in devices more challenging. Using 6LoWPAN (IEEE 802.15.4), RSSI
value we easily find trustworthy sensor data by comparing its RSSI value to its neighbor node available in
network. As in our proposed algorithm, we have considered RSSI value of the particular signal as a parameter
which indicates the strength of the received signal. This will help in the selection of the sensor node from
which the incoming signal is having high RSSI value i.e. nearby node which leads to the best path to follow
for the
Transmission of the packet. There are several other aspects that need to be explored as a future
work. Our next work is to measure value of the performance metrics for the existing algorithm and for the
proposed work we measure on – off attack. Using RSSI value and 6LoWPAN IP based protocol we compare
the sensor node RSSI value with near available sensor node and also compare sensor node sensed data. If
sensor node have different RSSI value but same sensed data then in wireless sensor network contains on –
off attack and that malicious behavior must be detect.
In these proposed system we create virtual sensor network but in future we work with real time data of sensor
network so we find malicious activity and avoid the bad mouth attack, ballot stuffing attack from wireless
sensor network. Then compare their scenario with result of simulation study.
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